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Abst rac t - -The  decomposition method is applied to Hammerstein i tegral equations. 
Consider the integral equation 
y(x) = f(x) + k(x, t)g(t, y(t)) dt 
for x e [a, bl where f, k, g are known functions, g is nonlinear in y, and y is to be determined. 
Using the decomposition method [1], we decompose y into y = Y'~,~--0 Yn letting Y0 = f(x).  The 
~ .4 nonlinear function g is expanded in the appropriate Adomian Polynomials, thus g = Y' n=0 n 
where the An, or An{g}, are developed for the particular function g. Then from 
Y = Yo + k(x, t) An dt 
n=O 
we can write 
Yl = k(x, t)Ao dt 
y2 = k(x, t)A1 dt 
b /. 
= ]a k(x, t)A2 dt Y3 
Yn+l = k(x, t)An dt. 
Algorithms for generation of the An appear in [1] and have been listed. The Y~ An form a 
"generalized Taylor series" which converges very rapidly. Hence we form an m-term series 
m-1 
~m = E Yn 
n-~-O 
which will serve as an accurate approximant to y converging to y very quickly [2-4]. 
Due to the death of this author, this work is published without the benefit of galley corrections. (Ed.) 
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APPENDIX  
CALCULATION OF THE An POLYNOMIALS 
INTRODUCTION 
To hope to attain the objective of solving frontier physical problems, we must_be_prepared to 
deal with dynamical systems modelled by differential, delay-differential, integro-differential, and 
partial differential equations which may be strongly nonlinear and stochastic in parameters, in- 
puts, or specified conditions. The modelling of such systems i necessarily a compromise between 
a realistic representation f the attributes of interest and a model which will be tractable by 
available mathematics. Thus, simplifying methods and assumptions are generally necessary for 
a solution. Linearization and perturbation are commonly used methods which have been very 
useful. However, their use may mean that the problem being solved is no longer a proper rep- 
resentation of the physical problem whose solution is desired. Thus, the result, however elegant 
with well-stated theorems, may not be physically realistic. That is, the mathematical results may 
deviate seriously from the actual results. 
There are other considerations a well. Closed-form analytical results are considered i eal and 
series solutions are considered approximations. However, all modelling is approximation; and a 
closed-form solution to a linearized version, or one in which stochastic behavior is replaced by 
delta-correlated processes, is not to be preferred over a series solution of the actual problem-- 
especially if the convergence is rapid. 
The decomposition method oes not change the problem into a convenient one for use of linear 
theory. It therefore provides more realistic solutions. It provides eries solutions which generally 
converge very rapidly in real physical problems. When solutions are computed numerically, the 
rapid convergence is obvious. The method makes unnecessary the massive computation arising 
in the use of discretized methods for solution of partial differential equations. No linearization 
or perturbation is required. It provides effective procedure for analytical solution of a wide and 
general class of dynamical systems representing real physical problems (as opposed to pathological 
mathematical systems). There are some quite significant advantages over methods which must 
assume linearity, "smallness," deterministic behavior, stationarity, restricted kinds of stochastic 
behavior, uncoupled boundary conditions, etc. The method has features in common with many 
other methods, but it is distinctly different on close examination and one should not be misled 
by apparent simplicity into superficial conclusions. 
BASIC METHOD 
Beginning with a deterministic equation Fu( t )  = g(t) where F represents a general nonlinear 
ordinary differential operator involving both linear and nonlinear terms, the linear operator is 
decomposed into L + R, where L is easily invertible and R is the remainder of the linear operator. 
L is taken as the highest order derivative, avoiding the difficult integrations which result when 
complicated Green's functions are involved. Thus, the equation is written: 
Lu + Ru  + Nu = g 
where Nu represents he nonlinear terms. Solving for Lu, 
Lu = g -  Ru-  Nu .  
Because L is invertible, we can write 
L -1Lu  = L - lg  _ L -1Ru _ L -1Nu.  
If this corresponds to an initial-value problem, the integral operator L -1 may be regarded as 
definite integrations from 0 to t. If L is a second-order operator, L -1 is a two-fold integration 
and L -1Lu  = u - u(O) - tu'(O). For boundary value problems (and, if desired, for initial value 
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problems as well), indefinite integrations are used and the constants are evaluated from the given 
conditions. Solving for u yields 
u = A +Bt  + L - lg -  L -1Ru-  L -1Nu.  
oo The nonlinear term Nu assumed to be an analytic function f (u)  will be equated to ~-~n--0 An 
where the An are special polynomials defined by Adomian. The solution u is decomposed into 
~Z,n°°=o Un with u0 identified as A+Bt+L- lg  in the boundary-value case, and u(0)+tu ' (O)+L- lg  
in the initial-value case (for a second-order L): 
oo oo oo 
Eun=uo-L-1REu.L-'EA.. 
n=O n=O n=O 
Thus, we can identify 
ul = -L -1Ruo - L-1Ao 
u2 = -L -1RUl  - L - IA1 
Un+l = -L -1Run - L-1An. 
Thus all components of u can be calculated once the An are given for n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  We 
n-1  then define the n-term approximant to the solution u by Cn[u], or simply Cn, by )-'~i=0 ui with 
limn-.oo Cn [u] = u. 
THE An POLYNOMIALS  
The An are given by: 
Ao =/(uo) 
A1 = Ul f (Uo)  
As=us ](uo) + \ 2! ] f(uo) 
A3 = U3 ~ f(Uo) "Jr" UlU2 ~ f(Uo) q" \3 ! J  -~U3o f(uo) 
and can be found from the stated formula, which has also been generalized to functions of several 
variables: 
n 
An = Z c(v,n)f(~')(uo), 
where the second index in the coefficient is the order of the polynomial and the first index 
progresses from 1 to n along with the order of the derivative. In the linear case f (u)  = u, and 
the An reduce to un. Otherwise An = An(uo, u l , . . . ,  Un). For f (u)  = u 2, for example, 
A0 = 
A1 = 2u2u1 
A2 = u~ + 2uou2 
A3 = 2UlU2 + 2u0u3 
It is to be noted that in this scheme, the sum of the subscripts in each term of the An are equal 
to n. The c(v, n) are products (or sums of products) of v components of u, whose subscripts um 
to n, divided by the factorial of the number of repeated subscripts. Thus c(1, 3) can only be u3, 
c(2, 3) is UlU2, and c(3, 3) = (1/3!)u 3. For a nonlinear equation in u, one may express any given 
oo A function f (u)  in the An by f (u)  = Y'~n=O n. 
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